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101 Design Methods A Structured
Patuxent scientists develop methods to manage resources given those competing views under a “structured decision making” (SDM) framework. Our scientists both practice and train others in key SDM ...
Structured Decision Making
Creating good measures involves both writing good questions and organizing them to form the questionnaire. Questionnaire design is a multistage process that requires attention to many details at once.
Questionnaire design
In the last few years, the eLearning industry has evolved. We have witnessed the development of learning-based digital tools like an LMS, introduction to ...
Instructional Design Vs LXD: The Fundamental Differences
Tensors, or multidimensional arrays, are data structures that can naturally represent visual data of multiple dimensions. Inherently able to efficiently capture structured, latent semantic spaces and ...
Tensor Methods in Computer Vision and Deep Learning
The likely continuation of remote working for at least some of the working week calls for clear and frequent communication over email, video call meetings and other remote communication methods ...
Creating and rolling out an effective cyber security strategy
Digital literacy is not a topic architects usually consider. For Aliza Leventhal, Head of the Technical Services Section, Prints & Photographs Division at the Library of Congress, the processes of ...
"It's Both Subtle and Monumental": Reimagining Digital Design and Literacy at The Library of Congress
"The possibilities are infinite" when you bring theatre into virtual space, according to the designers behind pioneering nightclub experience Eschaton. Combining elements of cabaret, immersive theatre ...
Virtual nightclub Eschaton creates "feeling of a rabbit hole" by combining theatre with gaming design
This Review highlights the technological challenges linked to the application of nanophotonics for light detection and ranging (LiDAR).
Nanophotonics for light detection and ranging technology
The electric vehicle industry is growing at a rapid pace and as such is attracting the entrance of established manufacturers, such as the China-based Geely (GELYY). But are these new entrants in ...
Tesla vs. Geely: Which Electric Vehicle Manufacturer is a Better Buy?
Methods: In a cluster randomized trial in 33 ... the general practitioners who were otherwise not involved in the study design or in the exercise program. The primary outcome of the fall ...
Fall Prevention in a Primary Care Setting
Data governance is a two-tiered approach to managing data security and management. It's the design and application of policies that ensure the quality of ...
Networking 101: What is Data Governance?
It gives room to better manage the unexpected, or use that space to better the physical and mental wellbeing of the company’s employees through engaging activities, says Celestina Lee, Partner ...
Upskilling 101: Why Starbucks Singapore's Partner Resources Director believes plans should have 'white space'
With this book, scholars and students who embrace qualitative research methods to excavate new knowledge are introduced to the semi-structured interview ... This text addresses planning a research ...
Mastering the Semi-Structured Interview and Beyond: From Research Design to Analysis and Publication
Major design firms have set up the starting blocks and are ready to begin the sprint for a rapidly expanded marketplace. After the election of Donald Trump, companies report positive signs in most ...
ENR 2017 Top 500 Design Firms 101-200
In a word, the Innovation Stories are the sustainability lab of H&M. This is command-central where the global apparel and retail brand experiments with new innovations and materials prior to scaling ...
H&M Drives Innovation In Sustainability With 2021 Style
Design sprint and UX workshops can be done virtually ... tools within the whiteboard which can be very helpful. One method to kick-start the storyboard exercise in a remote setting is to give ...
Virtualizing Design Sprint and UX Workshops
The simple valuation math is that Hometown is worth $13.01 (yesterday’s closing price) times 7.8 million (the number of shares outstanding), or about $101 million. But ordinarily companies are ...
Money Stuff: Actually It’s a $2 Billion Deli
In this creative, innovative graphic design degree, you'll integrate design principles, methods, concepts, images, words, and ideas to convey distinct, visually compelling messages to a range of ...
Graphic Design Bachelor of fine arts degree
Cue Biopharma, Inc. (Nasdaq: CUE), a clinical-stage biopharmaceutical company engineering a novel class of injectable biologics designed to selectively engage and modulate targeted T cells directly ...
Cue Biopharma to Present at the 2021 Frontiers in Cancer Immunotherapy Conference
I am also the founder and programme lead for KamiLimu, a structured mentorship programme ... what specific areas mentees need mentorship on design the composition of the mentorship group ...
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